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 The lack of sufficient hydrological data in many situations is a threat to start new 
projects. Therefore, estimation of maximum discharge is an important task in order to 
design of hydraulic structures. Regional flood analysis is appropriate methods for flood 
estimation in areas without statistics data and determination of homogeneous regions is 
the most important step in it. In this paper, the application of fuzzy system for 
determining homogeneous regions is presented. The Urmia Lake basin in north-west of 
Iran, where it faces the climate change crisis was chosen for this study. The data was 
selected from a set of 19 available hydrometric stations with longer information and 
data period. The 9 physiographic characteristics were chosen as the most important 
parameters for this study. The fuzzy system was used with 2 inference systems of 
Mamdani and TSK, with triangular, Gaussian and Sigmoidal membership functions. 
The homogeneity accuracy was investigated using homogeneity test. Then, the 
homogeneous groups were compared using the error analysis method. The results 
showed that TSK system with Gaussian membership function and minimum error of 
MeQ100=0.03492 is the best method for determination of homogeneous groups. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Based on reported information during 1962-2004, flood was assigned as the most cause of physical losses 
(28%), so it is known as the most risky natural disaster [12]. Therefore, determination of maximum discharge is 
an important task to design of hydraulic structures and their failure risk reduction. On the other hand, lack of 
sufficient data within the basin is the main difficulty in estimation of hydrological data. In this situation, 
regional flood analysis can be used to estimate the flood discharge. Data revision, determination of 
homogeneous groups and regional flood modeling are three major steps of this method. Hydrological 
information can be transferred from station to station only within homogeneous regions; therefore, the basic 
important action in regional flood analysis is determining homogeneous groups. Accordingly, any region with 
high similarity in hydrological properties, geology, topography and vegetation are called homogeneous. 
Traditionally, homogeneous groups were formed based on geographical position or administrative boundaries. 
Groups formed using such an approach are seldom homogeneous in hydrological response. To solve this 
problem, some methods such as flood index, Langbyn, region of influence method and cluster analysis were 
developed [16]. More recently, modern informatics tools, such as fuzzy intelligent system have been applied to 
form homogeneous groups and to allocate ungauged catchments to an appropriate sub-region [8]. The concept 
of fuzzy logic was conceived by Lotfi A. Zadeh [19], a professor at the University of California at Berkley, and 
presented not as a control methodology, but as a way of processing data by allowing partial set membership 
rather than crisp set membership or non-membership. Fuzzy logic show phenomena as the same they are in fact 
and fuzzy systems present accurate and specific definition of unspecific phenomena. Fuzzy logic is more 
effective to present random nature of hydrological and hydraulic phenomena and it is also the best tool for 
modeling systems which have high complexity and no available sufficient data [1].The index flood method is a 
commonly used approach to flood frequency analysis [3]. The index flood method involves two major steps: the 
delineation of homogeneous pooling groups (sometimes referred to as ‘regions’) and the estimation of extreme 
flow at the sites of interest using information from all sites in the group. White (1975) used factor analysis to 
introduce similar catchments in America. Mosley (1981) used cluster analysis based on hierarchical methods in 
North and South Island of New Zealand to compile homogeneous regions in regional flood analysis. He showed 
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that in that area which climate is the only main parameter on hydrologic regime, classification analysis is a 
suitable method in determining homogeneous regions [4]. Acreman and Wiltshire presented a method for 
determining homogeneous regions in which a series of stations with a single identical potential develop a 
homogeneous catchment [16]. Burn (1989) used cluster analysis in Canada and he showed that area separation 
using geographical position is incorrect act. Nathan and McMahon used cluster method in homogeneous region, 
based on their judgment to determine the weights [17]. In 2000, cluster method for determining homogeneous 
regions was used by Burn&Goel [16]. Canonical correlation analysis has also been used to delineate 
homogeneous groups by Ribeiro Correa et al (1995) and Ouarda et al (2001). ShahiNejad et al. (2002) compared 
Langbyn and cluster method for determining homogeneous regions in Dez basin, south of Iran. He showed that 
the cluster analysis provided more accurate results than Langbyn [15]. Shu & Burn (2004) compared different 
methods for determination of homogeneous regions. They expressed fuzzy system as a more accurate technique 
compared to the old methods [16]. Salehi et al. (2006) studied regional flood analysis in southern Urmia lake 
basin. They applied cluster analysis and langbyn methods. They also assumed homogeneity for the whole region 
as the third method and found that the error value for langbyn is higher than cluster method and less than the 
homogeneity approach [14].Most studies on determination of homogeneous regions were based on old methods 
and intelligent system was seldom applied. Some researches which focus on fuzzy logic system only used 
Mamdani intelligent system and Gaussian membership function. In this study, fuzzy intelligent system with 
mamdani and TSK inference system is used to determine homogeneous regions of Urmia lake basin. Three 
membership functions (different sigmoidal, Gaussian and triangular) were compared. The centroid, first 
maximum, middle of maximum and last maximum were used as the diffuzifier in mamdani method and 
weighted sum and weighted average as diffuzifier in TSK and the results were compared. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 In this research, Urmia lake basin in the north of Iran was studied. It is limited between Longitude 44°13' to 
47°53' of east and latitude 35°40' to 37°29' of north. The catchment area equals 52700 km2, which 
allocates %3.21 of Iran's total area. At first maximum annual discharges of 47 hydrometric stations in Urmia 
Lake Basin for 42 years, from 1965 to 2006, were obtained from Water Resources Management of Iran. Then, 
stations with less than 10 years data were removed. Table 1 shows the remained 19 proper stations in the basin 
with long term data and their formal code number used for further studies. 
 
Table 1: List of stations used and their selected distribution. 

Row Station Code Row Station Code 
1 Maghanegh 33-001 11 Dashband bukan 33-035 
2 Gheshlagh amir 33-003 12 Simineh rud(Miandoab) 33-037 
3 Shirin kandi 33-005 13 Miandoab(tazeh kand) 33-039 
4 Ghapaghloo 33-007 14 Alasghol(left) 33-912 
5 Dare panbe dan 33-011 15 Alasghol(right) 33-916 
6 Pole hasan salaran 33-013 16 Nezam abad 33-917 
7 Pole sahib(pole anian) 33-015 17 Santeh 33-919 
8 Safakhaneh 33-021 18 Ghureh chay(Mahmud abad) 33-921 
9 Sarighomish 33-023 19 Jan agha 33-923 

10 Chublucheh 33-027 
 
 To identify the homogeneous groups, physiographic characteristics of each selected station were calculated. 
These characteristics include area (A), perimeter (P), average slope of the basin (Sb), average slope of the main 
channel (Sr), shape factor (Fb) , Gravilius coefficient (Fg), elevation (H), time concentration (Tc), and the length 
of main channel (Lr). 
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 In above equations,Hmax and Hmin are respectively the maximum and minimum elevation of the station. 
Table 2 presents the results for the selected stations of the basin. 
 
Table 2: Physiographic characteristics of the selected stations in Urmia Lake Basin. 

Fb Fg H Tc Sr(%) Lr(Km) Sb(%) p(km) A(km2) Station Code 
0.11 1.81 1500 18.77 2.6000 31.89 10.3825 68.02 112.2 Maghanegh 33001 
0.06 2.40 1450 33.67 2.8200 63.12 11.2540 136.35 255.8 Gheshlagh amir 33003 
0.10 1.89 1380 48.40 1.3500 84.75 4.7815 179.06 716.6 Shirin kandi 33005 
0.44 1.39 1500 24.14 1.7500 38.94 3.3074 126.47 660.5 Ghapaghloo 33007 
1.13 1.41 1470 21.84 0.0010 18.05 0.1560 96.07 369.9 Dare panbe dan 33011 
0.39 1.75 1500 29.18 1.0000 48.63 3.3075 187.30 914.1 Pole hasan salaran 33013 
0.42 1.67 1460 22.17 0.0010 32.66 2.5594 125.31 445.2 Pole sahib(pole anian) 33015 
0.27 1.36 1475 34.09 0.6700 49.94 2.0233 125.37 673.3 Safakhaneh 33021 
11.48 1.51 1380 3.10 0.0010 4.70 3.8913 85.11 253.9 Sarighomish 33023 
2.56 2.18 1370 5.77 0.0010 8.76 4.4953 108.52 196.4 Chublucheh 33027 
0.48 1.48 1350 27.48 0.0010 42.02 2.2303 152.95 849.4 Dashband bukan 33035 
0.37 1.46 1290 39.78 0.0010 48.53 0.7072 154.16 881.8 Simineh rud(Miandoab) 33037 
2.72 1.30 1290 3.79 0.0010 4.62 2.7586 35.10 58 Miandoab(tazeh kand) 33039 
0.28 1.48 1700 22.72 1.3200 36.22 4.1531 101.30 371.1 Alasghol(left) 33912 
0.61 1.30 1750 20.81 1.3700 32.75 2.9403 118.03 650.6 Alasghol(right) 33916 
0.32 1.56 1283 20.20 0.0010 24.80 1.5533 77.13 195.2 Nezam abad 33917 
0.26 1.42 1434 37.53 0.7500 68.42 4.4722 175.83 1226.2 Santeh 33919 
1.05 1.33 1500 6.81 4.5100 9.88 4.9501 47.81 102 Ghureh chay(Mahmud abad) 33921 
0.16 1.57 1410 43.12 1.5800 73.12 3.7264 163.13 855.6 Jan agha 33923 

 
 After completing input data of physiographic characteristics, homogeneous groups are determined using 
intelligent system. This fuzzy system offers specific and precise definition of unknown phenomena. According 
to Figure 1, it consists of four main parts of fuzzifier, Fuzzy rule base, fuzzy inference engine and defuzzifier. 

 
 
Fig. 1: Structure of a fuzzy system[9]. 
 
 In a fuzzy system fuzzifier changes the explicit set to fuzzy set, the rule base consists of a set of "if-then" 
rules, inference engine transfers the input to output values as linguistic variables using rule base, and finally the 
defuzzifier converts the outputs into transformable signals for processing. There are several types of defuzzifiers 
such as Centroid, Weighted sum, weighted average, First maximum, Middle maximum and Last maximum 
which are expressed in follow. In Centroid method, the center of output curve is calculated as follow: 
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In the Weighted sum method, the amount of defuzzification is calculated as follow: 
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In the Weighted average method, the amount of defuzzification is calculated as follow: 
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In above equation, u is value of variables and µ(u) is the weighted of  variable u. 
 In the method of First maximum, the first maximum value of output curve is considered as the 
defuzzification value (Figure 2a). In the method of Middle of maximum, the middle value of maximum output 
curve is considered as the defuzzification value (Figure 2b). Finally, in the Last maximum method, the last 
maximum value of output curve is considered as the defuzzification value (Figure 2c) [5]. 

 
Fig. 2: First maximum(a), Middle maximum(b), and Last maximum(c) defuzzification methods. 
 
 Fuzzy inference systems are the calculation structure which is based on fuzzy sets theory, if–then rules, and 
fuzzy argument. A fuzzy system can be considered as the mapping from input space to output space, which is 
made through a set of if-then rules. Two fuzzy inference systems which are different in rules, results, 
combination, and defuzzification are identifed. These are Mamdani and TSK inference systems. Mamdani 
inference system is the most common system that is made using fuzzy theory. This system was introduced to 
control the steam engine in 1975 by Ebrahim Mamdani. In this system, if X equals A and Y equals B, then Z 
equals C. In this relation A, B, and C are fuzzy sets. The TSK inference system which was introduced by Takagi, 
Sugeno and Kang (1985), presents a useful method to make fuzzy rules from input-output set. In this system 
fuzzy rules are defined as follow: 
 

( )yxfzthenByandAxif ,  ,   ===      
 
 Usually f(x,y) is the function of input variables(x,y) which describes the output of fuzzy system. If ‚'f' is the 
first-order polynomial, the fuzzy system is called first-order TSk fuzzy model. If 'f' is a constant, the fuzzy 
system is called zero-order TSk fuzzy model which is a special case of mamdani inference system. 
 
Construction of fuzzy system: 
 Determination of input and output variables is the first and most important step in making any intelligent 
system. In this study, physiographic characteristics of the stations have been used as the input variables to 
determine homogeneous regions. The Euclidean distance between any station j and the target station i for each 
characteristic is determined by the following relationship. 
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 Where n, XK,i and Xk,j are respectively the number of characteristics, k character in stations i and j. In fact, 
the fuzzy system output shows the similarity between the target and selected stations and it is presented by 'h'. In 
this study input and output variables were divided into three categories of the input and output variables and 
their linguistic values, which are presented in Table 3. These variables can be used to obtain the fuzzy rules. For 
example, if the physiographic properties are similar (S), then the catchment is homogeneous and is shown by H. 
 
Table 3: Input and output variables and their linguistic values of fuzzy intelligent system. 

Input linguistic variables Output linguistic variables 
Physiographic properties Homogeneous, h 

Linguistic value Notation Linguistic value Notation 
Similar 
medium 
Different 

S 
M 
D 

Homogeneity 
MediumHomogeneity 

Low Homogeneity 

H 
M 
L 

 
 After setting input and output variables, fuzzy sets which express uncertainties should be determined. 
Membership degree of each element in fuzzy sets has a value in the interval [0,1]. Fuzzy variables can be 
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converted to the interval [0,1] by using membership functions such as Gaussian, triangular, sigmoidal and 
difference sigmoidal(diff.sigmoidal). In this study, Gaussian, triangular and diff.sigmoidal membership function 
as shown in figure 3 were used. It should be explained that diff.sigmoidal membership function is the difference 
between two sigmoid membership functions. 

 
Fig. 3: Membership functions. 
 
 The final step in fuzzy system is making fuzzy rules, which are used to express human knowledge in fuzzy 
systems. Fuzzy rules are expressed using conditional statements in the form of "if x1 is A1 and ... and xn is An, 
then y is B", where xi is input variable and y is output variable, and Ai and B are the linguistic variables of 
fuzzy sets [6]. Fuzzy rules were determined according to the input and output variables which defined in table 3. 
Fuzzy rules which were used in this study are mentioned as follow: 
1: If the physiographic properties are S, then the catchment is H. 
2: If the physiographic properties are M, then the catchment is M. 
3: If the physiographic properties are D, then the catchment is L. 
 
Evaluation Techniques: 
 In this research, centroid, first maximum, middle of maximum and last maximum are applied as the 
diffuzifier in mamdani method. Also, weighted sum and weighted average are used as diffuzifier in TSK. The 
existence of many differences in physiographic, hydrologic and continental characteristic imposes accuracy 
evaluation, using statistic tests. Thus, in this study the accuracy of homogeneous groups is evaluated by H-test 
which is one of the common homogeneous tests. Finally, the best method for determining the homogeneous 
groups is determined by the error analysis method. H-test was presented to evaluate homogeneous basins in 
1993 by Hosking and Wallis. According to the following equations, the values should first be calculated to 
determine the values V1,V2,V3. 
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 Where, tri is the tr value in station i, ni is the sample length in station i, and , , and   are 
respectively the average, standard deviation, skewness and the kurtosis of station i. Therefore, the H value is 
calculated by the following equation: 
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 Then homogeneity of the basins can be determined by H value. For H<1, the basin is homogeneous, for 
1≤H<2, the basin can be homogeneous and for H≥2, the basin is called nonhomogeneous [17].The discharge 
with return periods of 10, 25, 50 and 100 years were calculated by regression models in each station then the 
error for each homogeneous group was determined. Thus, the percentage error in each station Ei with different 
return periods can be calculated to determine the mean percent error Me of the models for every return period as 
follows [7] 
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 Where Ei is the percent error, Q0 is the observed discharge, QE is the calculated discharge, Me is the mean 
error and n is the number of stations. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this paper, the homogeneous groups were determined by different defuzzifier and their accuracy was 
evaluated by H-test.The results showed that the H value is less than 1,so the detected groups are expected 
homogeneous for every model of defuzzifiers. Finally, the best choice was determined by error analysis. To 
determine the best defuzzifier, error analysis method was used. Thus, initially discharge with different return 
period was calculated and then, the Me value was determined for different return period. For example, the result 
of Me for discharge with 100 years return period Q100 is presented in table 4. According to This table, Centroid 
in mamdani system and weighted sum in TSK are the best defuzzifier type for fuzzy system. Therefore, the 
homogeneous groups were determined using mamdani system with centroid defuzzifier and TSK system with 
weighted sum defuzzifier and three membership functions of triangular, Gaussian and diff.sigmoidal. The 
results are presented in Tables 5. 
 
Table 4: Relation between error value and defuzzifier type for homogeneous groups in Mamdani and TSK method. 

 Mamdani method TSK method 

Difuzzifier type Centroid First maximum Middle of maximum Last maximum Weighted average Weighted sum 

ME 0.097 0.166 0.166 0.166 0.072 0.035 
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Table 5: Homogeneous groups in mamdani and Tsk system. 
Mamdani system Tsk system 

Gaussian membership function Gaussian membership function 

Group1 33001,33007,33015,33912,33916,33917 Group1 33001,33007,33011,33015,33035,33912,33916,33917 

Group2 33003,33919,33923 Group2 33003,33005,33919,33923 

Group3 33005,33013,33021,33037 Group3 33013,33021,33037 

Group4 33011,33027,33921 Group4 33023,33039 

Group5 33023,33039 
Group5 33027,33921 

Group6 33035 

triangular membership function triangular membership function 

Group1 33001,33007,33015,33912,33916,33917 Group1 33001,33007,33011,33015,33035,33912,33916,33917 

Group2 33003,33919,33923 Group2 33003,33005,33919,33923 

Group3 33005,33013,33021,33035,33037 Group3 33013,33021,33037 

Group4 33011,33921 Group4 33023,33039 

Group5 33023,33039 Group5 33027 

Group6 33027 Group6 33921 

Diff.sigmoidal membership function Diff.sigmoidal membership function 

Group1 33001,33007,33015,33912,33916,33917 
Group1 33001,33007,33011,33013,33015,33035,33037,33912,33916,339

17 Group2 33003,33013,33021,33037,33919,33923 

Group3 33005,33035 Group2 33003,33005,33919,33923 

Group4 33011,33921 Group3 33021,33027,33921 

Group5 33023,33039 
Group4 33023,33039 

Group6 33027 

 
 Due to the existence of many differences in physiographic, hydrologic and continental characteristic, the 
accuracy of homogeneous groups was evaluated by H-test. The results are presented in Table 6. The results 
show that all the H-values are less than 1, and thus, the selected groups are homogeneous in every situation. 
 
Table 6: Results of H-test in fuzzy systems. 

Mamdani TSK Fuzzy system 
diff.sigmoidal triangular Gaussian diff.sigmoidal triangular Gaussian Membership 

function type 
0.769745 0.769637 0.769631 0.769606 0.769611 0.769488 H 

 
 Error analysis method was also used to determine the best membership function and fuzzy system. 
Therefore, regression models were fitted for each homogeneous group and then, values of discharge with 
different return periods were calculated. Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of Me for 100 years return period of 
discharge with different membership functions. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Relationship between Me and membership function for homogeneous groups in mamdani method. 
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Fig. 5: Relationship between Me and membership function for homogeneous groups in TSK method. 
 
 According to these figures, membership function type diff.sigmoidal in mamdani system and gaussian in 
TSK are the best type for this study. These functions were used to determine discharge with different return 
period. The results of Me and Q with return period of 10, 25, 50,100 years are shown in Figure 6. The figure 
shows that TSK system is the best method in determining homogeneous groups. Therefore, the regression 
models for each detected group by TSK with weighted sum defuzzifier and Gaussian membership function were 
determined. Error analysis method was also used to determine the best regression models. Table 7 shows the 
variation of Me for 100 years return period of discharge with different regression models. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Variation of Me and Q with different return periods for mamdani and TSK method. 
 
 According to table 7, linear regression models are the best flood frequency modeling in Urmia lake basin, 
therefore these models were showed in table 8. 
 
Table 7: Variation of Me and Q with different return periods for TSK method by different regression models. 

ME Q100 Q50 Q25 Q10 
linear 0.035 0.095 0.041 0.077 

logaritmic 9.674 10.580 11.422 12.361 
exponential 2.464 2.761 3.826 3.826 

 
Table 8: Linear regression model for each detected group by TSK method. 

Group1 Q10=4325.606+1.404p-28.378Sb-59.011Sr-43.546Tc-1.271H-646.218Fg-444.306Fb 
Q25=5041.362+1.776p-39.629Sb-38.947Sr-45.999Tc-1.586H-726.542Fg-488.049Fb 
Q50=5416.834+2.137p-48.485Sb-17.389Sr-45.747Tc-1.803H-746.906Fg-494.863Fb 
Q100=5677.534+2.548p-57.274Sb+7.876Sr-43.890Tc-2.007H-740.802Fg-481.441Fb 

Group2 Q10=-146.069+4.482p-10.759Tc-331.372Fb 
Q25=-164.334+5.844p-14.683Tc-459.149Fb 
Q50=-163.763+6.768p-17.671Tc-533.737Fb 
Q100=-152.935+7.622p-20.689Tc-591.208Fb 

Group3 Q10=-154.220-68.764Sr+1379.268Fb 
Q25=-141.599-90.644Sr+1559.189Fb 

Q50=-128.897-102.269Sr+1676.322Fb 
Q100=-113.477-109.954Sr+1779.207Fb 

Group4 Q10=-50.579+ 57.389Fb 
Q25=-56.849 + 67.820Fb 
Q50=-59.060+ 74.765Fb 
Q100=-59.530+ 81.132Fb 

Group5 Q10=18.088+ 25.430Fb 
Q25=8.390 + 41.934 Fb 
Q50=-0.609+ 55.894Fb 

Q100=-10.746+ 70.901Fb 
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Conclusion: 
 Determination of homogeneous regions is one of the important steps in the regional flood analysis. There 
are various methods to determine the homogenous regions, such as flood index, langebin, cluster analysis and 
region of influence and fuzzy intelligent system. In this study, The Urmia Lake Basin, north west of Iran was 
divided into homogenous groups by fuzzy intelligent system with mamdani and TSK inference system and three 
membership functions of diff.sigmoidal, Gaussian and triangular. The centroid, first maximum, middle of 
maximum and last maximum were used as the diffuzifier in mamdani method and weighted sum and weighted 
average as diffuzifier in TSK. The homogeneity accuracy in different cases was investigated using H-Test 
(homogeneity test) and the homogeneous groups were compared using error analysis method. Identified groups 
by TSK method and Gaussian membership function and weighted sum defuzzifier with minimum error 
(MeQ100=0.03492) was known as the best method to determine the homogeneous groups. Besides different 
regression models were fitted for each groups and the linear regression models with minimum error 
(MeQ100=0.03492) were known as the best regression methods. In this study in order to compare the best 
method of homogeneous groups detection, we used analysis error methods and we recommend to use genetic 
algorithm in future studies to this aim and use further properties such as geological feature and vegetation and so 
on.  
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